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Local features and matching basics



Recap: Local interest points

❖ Last time we looked at how we 
can find robust, stable and 
repeatable interest points in 
images.
❖ Harris Corners
❖ Scale-space Difference-of-

Gaussian extrema
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Local Features

Interest points are detected in the 
image and a feature is extracted 

from the surrounding  pixels 

Feature 
Extractor

image goes in
multiple featurevectors 

come out

Multiple features are extracted; one per 
local interest point



Why extract local features?
❖ Feature points are used for:

❖ Image alignment [next lecture!]

❖ Camera pose estimation & Camera calibration

❖ 3D reconstruction

❖ Motion tracking

❖ Object recognition [next week!]

❖ Indexing and database retrieval [next week!]

❖ Robot navigation

❖ ...



Example: Building a panorama



How do we build a panorama?
❖ We need to match and align the images



Matching with features
❖ Detect feature points in both images



Matching with features
❖ Detect feature points in both images

❖ Find corresponding pairs



Matching with features
❖ Detect feature points in both images

❖ Find corresponding pairs

❖ Use the pairs to align the images



Matching with features
❖ Problem 1:

❖ Detect the same points independently in both images

❖ …thats what we saw how to do last lecture…

No chance of matching…

we need a repeatable detector



Matching with features
❖ Problem 2:

❖ For each point correctly recognise the corresponding 
one

we need an invariant, robust and distinctive descriptor



Two distinct types of matching problem

❖ In stereo vision (for 3D reconstruction) there are two 
important concepts related to matching:

❖ Narrow-baseline stereo

❖ Wide-baseline stereo



Narrow Baseline Stereo



Wide Baseline Stereo



Two distinct types of matching problem

❖ These concepts extend to general matching: 

❖ The techniques for narrow-baseline stereo are 
applicable to tracking where the object doesn’t move 
too much between frames

❖ The techniques for wide-baseline stereo are applicable 
to generic matching tasks (object recognition, 
panoramas, etc.).



Robust local description



Descriptor Requirements

❖ Dependent on task:

❖ Narrow baseline:

❖ Robustness to rotation and lighting not so 
important.

❖ Descriptiveness can be reduced as search is over a 
smaller area.



Descriptor Requirements
❖ Dependent on task:

❖ Wide baseline:

❖ Need to be robust to intensity change, invariant to rotation.

❖ Need to be highly descriptive to avoid mismatches (but not 
so distinctive that you can’t find any matches!)

❖ Robust to small localisation errors of the interest point

❖ The descriptor should not change too much if we move it 
by a few pixels, but to change more rapidly once we more 
further away.



Matching by correlation 
(template matching)



(Narrow baseline) template matching

Interest points in two images with a slight change in position



(Narrow baseline) template matching

Local search windows, based on the interest point in the first image



(Narrow baseline) template matching

The template can then be matched against target 
interest points in the second image



Demo: tracking harris points using 
local pixel templates



Problems with wider baselines
❖ Not robust to rotation

❖  Sensitive to localisation of interest point

❖ (although not such a problem with a small search 
window)

❖ With wider baselines you can’t assume a search area

❖ need to consider all the interest points in the second 
image

❖ more likely to mismatch :( 



Local Intensity Histograms



Use local histograms instead of pixel patches

Describe the region around each interest point with a pixel histogram



Use local histograms instead of pixel patches

Match each interest point in the first image to the most similar point in the second 
image (i.e. in terms of Euclidean distance [or other measure] between the 

histograms)



Local histograms
❖ Problems:

❖ Not necessarily very distinctive

❖ Many interest points likely to have a similar distribution of 
grey-values

❖ Not rotation invariant if the sampling window is square or 
rectangular

❖ Can be overcome using a circular window

❖ Not invariant to illumination changes

❖ Sensitive to interest point localisation



Overcoming localisation sensitivity

❖ Want to allow the interest point to move a few pixels in 
any direction without changing the descriptor

❖ Apply a weighting so that pixels near the edge of the 
sampling patch have less effect, and those nearer the 
interest point have more

❖ Common to use a Gaussian weighting centred on 
the interest point for this.



Demo: localisation sensitivity



Overcoming lack of illumination invariance

❖ Illumination invariance potentially achievable by 
normalising or equalising the pixel patches before 
constructing the histogram

❖ … but there is another alternative! …



Local Gradient Histograms



Gradient Magnitudes and Directions

❖ From the partial derivatives of an image (e.g. from 
applying convolution with Sobel), it is easy to compute 
the gradient orientations/directions and magnitudes:

! The#descriptors#for#visually#different#local#regions#should#be#unique#and#be#far#

apart#from#each#other#in#feature#space#(i.e.#highly#descriptive#and#highly#

discriminative).#

Matching'by'correlation'(template'matching)'
• Most#obvious#way#to#describe#a#local#(usually#rectangular#or#square)#region#around#an#interest#

point#to#use#the#pixel#values#directly.##

o Basic#template#matching#(correlation#or#SumKSquaredKDifference)#can#be#used#to#

perform#matching.#

o Can#work#very#well#when#there#are#small#differences,#as#the#search#area#can#be#limited.#

o Tends#not#to#work#well#in#wideKbaseline#scenarios#

! Not#rotation#and#lighting#invariant;#sensitive#to#position#of#interest#point.#

Local'Intensity'Histograms'
• Instead#of#comparing#the#raw#pixels,#an#alternative#is#to#represent#the#local#region#by#a#

histogram#of#the#pixel#intensities.#

o If#the#sampling#window#is#circular,#the#histogram#will#be#(mostly)#rotation#invariant.#

! But#it#will#be#sensitive#to#small#changes#in#position#of#the#interest#point…#

! Clever#trick:#If#pixels#in#the#sampling#window#are#weighted#by#their#distance#

from#the#interest#point,#so#that#pixels#further#away#have#less#effect,#then#this#

can#be#overcome.#

• A#Gaussian#weighting#is#common:#pixels#near#the#centre#have#high#

weights,#and#those#further#away#have#much#lower#ones.#

o Not#invariant#to#illumination#changes.#

o But…#the#histograms#won’t#be#very#distinctive#(the#histograms#around#any#given#

interest#points#will#all#look#similar).#

Local'Gradient'Histograms'
• Instead#of#encoding#raw#pixel#magnitudes#in#a#histogram,#we#could#encode#gradient#directions#

within#a#window.#

o It’s#easy#to#compute#gradient#directions#in#the#horizontal#(x)#and#vertical#(y)#directions#

using#finite#differences,#or#filters#like#Sobel.#

o From#the#x#and#y#gradient#maps,#you#can#compute#the#gradient#direction#at#a#given#

pixel#in#the#image#f,#as##

! = atan2(!"!" ,
!"
!")#

o And#the#magnitude#of#the#gradient#as##

! = !"
!"

!
+ !"

!"
!
#

o An#orientationKmagnitude#histogram#can#be#

constructed#by#quantizing#the#range#of#possible#

orientations#(0K360)#into#a#fixed#number#of#bins#(often#

around#8),#and#summing#the#corresponding#

magnitudes#for#each#orientation#at#each#pixel#in#the#

window.#

! (Gaussian)#weighting#can#be#applied#to#downKweight#the#influence#of#

magnitudes#far#from#the#interest#point,#giving#invariance#to#small#perturbations#

in#the#interest#point#location.#

! Gradient#magnitudes#are#invariant#to#uniform#intensity#changes.#

! But…#the#histograms#are#not$rotation$invariant!#
• By#robustly#computing#the#“dominant)orientation”#of#the#window#

around#the#interest#point#and#subtracting#this#from#each#pixels’#

orientation#before#building#the#histogram#will#result#in#a#feature#that#is#

invariant#to#rotation.#

! The#descriptors#for#visually#different#local#regions#should#be#unique#and#be#far#

apart#from#each#other#in#feature#space#(i.e.#highly#descriptive#and#highly#

discriminative).#

Matching'by'correlation'(template'matching)'
• Most#obvious#way#to#describe#a#local#(usually#rectangular#or#square)#region#around#an#interest#

point#to#use#the#pixel#values#directly.##

o Basic#template#matching#(correlation#or#SumKSquaredKDifference)#can#be#used#to#

perform#matching.#

o Can#work#very#well#when#there#are#small#differences,#as#the#search#area#can#be#limited.#

o Tends#not#to#work#well#in#wideKbaseline#scenarios#

! Not#rotation#and#lighting#invariant;#sensitive#to#position#of#interest#point.#

Local'Intensity'Histograms'
• Instead#of#comparing#the#raw#pixels,#an#alternative#is#to#represent#the#local#region#by#a#

histogram#of#the#pixel#intensities.#

o If#the#sampling#window#is#circular,#the#histogram#will#be#(mostly)#rotation#invariant.#

! But#it#will#be#sensitive#to#small#changes#in#position#of#the#interest#point…#

! Clever#trick:#If#pixels#in#the#sampling#window#are#weighted#by#their#distance#

from#the#interest#point,#so#that#pixels#further#away#have#less#effect,#then#this#

can#be#overcome.#

• A#Gaussian#weighting#is#common:#pixels#near#the#centre#have#high#

weights,#and#those#further#away#have#much#lower#ones.#

o Not#invariant#to#illumination#changes.#

o But…#the#histograms#won’t#be#very#distinctive#(the#histograms#around#any#given#

interest#points#will#all#look#similar).#

Local'Gradient'Histograms'
• Instead#of#encoding#raw#pixel#magnitudes#in#a#histogram,#we#could#encode#gradient#directions#

within#a#window.#

o It’s#easy#to#compute#gradient#directions#in#the#horizontal#(x)#and#vertical#(y)#directions#

using#finite#differences,#or#filters#like#Sobel.#

o From#the#x#and#y#gradient#maps,#you#can#compute#the#gradient#direction#at#a#given#

pixel#in#the#image#f,#as##

! = atan2(!"!" ,
!"
!")#

o And#the#magnitude#of#the#gradient#as##

! = !"
!"

!
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!"
!
#

o An#orientationKmagnitude#histogram#can#be#

constructed#by#quantizing#the#range#of#possible#

orientations#(0K360)#into#a#fixed#number#of#bins#(often#

around#8),#and#summing#the#corresponding#

magnitudes#for#each#orientation#at#each#pixel#in#the#

window.#

! (Gaussian)#weighting#can#be#applied#to#downKweight#the#influence#of#

magnitudes#far#from#the#interest#point,#giving#invariance#to#small#perturbations#

in#the#interest#point#location.#

! Gradient#magnitudes#are#invariant#to#uniform#intensity#changes.#

! But…#the#histograms#are#not$rotation$invariant!#
• By#robustly#computing#the#“dominant)orientation”#of#the#window#

around#the#interest#point#and#subtracting#this#from#each#pixels’#

orientation#before#building#the#histogram#will#result#in#a#feature#that#is#

invariant#to#rotation.#



Demo: Gradient magnitudes and 
directions



Gradient Histograms

❖ Instead of building histograms of the raw pixel values 
we could instead build histograms that encode the 
gradient magnitude and direction for each pixel in the 
sampling patch.

❖ Gradient magnitudes (and directions) are invariant to 
brightness change!

❖ The gradient magnitude and direction histogram is 
also more distinctive.



Building gradient histograms

❖ Quantise the directions 
(0º-360º) into a number of bins
❖ usually around 8 bins

❖ For each pixel in the sampling 
patch, accumulate the gradient 
magnitude of that pixel in the 
respective orientation bin

magnitudes orientations



Rotation Invariance

❖ Gradient histograms are not naturally rotation invariant

❖ But, can be made invariant by finding the dominant 
orientation and cyclically shifting the histogram so 
the dominant orientation is in the first bin.



The SIFT feature



Adding spatial awareness
❖ The SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) feature is widely 

used.

❖ Builds on the idea of a local gradient histogram by 
incorporating spatial binning, which in essence creates multiple 
gradient histograms about the interest point and appends them 
all together into a longer feature.

❖ Standard SIFT geometry appends a spatial 4x4 grid of 
histograms with 8 orientations

❖ leading to a 128-dimensional feature which is highly 
discriminative and robust!



SIFT Construction: sampling

Interest point

Sampling patch; 
either fixed size or 
more commonly 
proportional to 
the scale of the 
interest point



SIFT Construction: weighting

Gaussian centred on 
the interest point 

weights pixel 
contributions lower 

near the edges.

In effect the corners 
of the sampling 

square have zero 
weight, to the 

sampling region is 
actually circular



SIFT Construction: binning

Gradient histogram 
created for each 

spatial bin, taking 
into account the 

Gaussian weighting. 
Orientations 

measured relative to 
the overall dominant 

orientation of the 
patch.

Spatial bins (usually 
there are 4x4 rather 
than the 2x2 shown)



Matching SIFT features



Euclidean Matching

❖ Simplest way to match SIFT features is to take each 
feature in turn from the first image and find the most 
similar in the second image

❖ Threshold can be used to reject poor matches

❖ Unfortunately, doesn’t work that well and results in 
lots of mismatches.



Demo: Euclidean matching



Improving matching performance
❖ A better solution is to take each feature from the first image, 

and find the two closest features in the second image.

❖ Only form a match if the ratio of distances between the 
closest and second closest matches is less than a 
threshold.

❖ Typically set at 0.8, meaning that the distance to the 
closest feature must be at most 80% of the second 
closest.

❖ This leads to a much more robust matching strategy.



Demo: Improved matching



Summary
❖ Features extracted around interest points have lots of practical uses in 

computer vision.

❖ More examples coming the remaining lectures!

❖ Matching scenarios basically fall into two categories:

❖ Narrow-baseline where the difference in images is slight

❖ Local image templates are often suitable descriptors

❖ Wide baseline where there are bigger differences in pose

❖ Gradient histogram descriptors are good here

❖ Especially SIFT!


